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QUESTION 1

Engineers in strict accordance with the Oceanstor 9000 software installation and operation guide are to complete the
pre-inspection and configuration, the software deployment process displayed ome exceptions, the following treatment is
appropriate (multiple choice) 

A. For the "configuration operating system failed" error, check the node / var / log partition and clean up the partition,
initialize the system, and then re-run the software deploy 

B. If it is not a failure, restart the deployment after reinstalling the deploy deployment package 

C. After the deployment fails, run the sh /opt/huawei/deploy/script/clean.sh command on each node to initialize the
system and restart the software department 

D. After deployment abnormalities, reboot all nodes, reinstall oceanstor tookit, and start the software deployment 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 2

In terms of using the file system snapshot feature of OceanStor V3, a user who wants to access snapshot data must
mount the file system snapshot. 

A. TRUE 

B. FALSE 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://support.huawei.com/enterprise/my/doc/EDOC1000084205? section=j00landtopicName=reading-a-file-
system-snapshot 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following functions in VMware leverages content-based read cache (CBRC) of ESXi hosts as shown in the
figure to ease the pressure of partial storms in VDI? 
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A. Linked Clone 

B. VSA 

C. SE Sparse 

D. User Data Management 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

A bank using the Oceanstor 9000 (v100R001) has officially started on-line operation and into the maintenance phase,
maintenance engineer Zhang will be responsible for this. During the maintenance work, the need for periodic inspection
of the health of the storage system, which of the following is the method of operation Zhang should. (Multiple choice) 

A. Zhang received maintenance tasks, immediately use the inspection tools configured for real-time inspection tasks,
using the default business package, select the device to be checked, and check the project, immediately start the task
of system-wide inspection, inspection results are normal 

B. Xiao Zhang plans to inspect the tournament site every Monday morning at 6:00 am, set up a time patrol strategy,
patrol with the start, end time and patrol Check frequency, the configuration is complete and exit the inspection tool off,
follow-up every Monday to see if there is any abnormal inspection report results 

C. Xiao Zhang When adding devices in the inspection tool, the configured device IP is the front-end IP address of one of
the devices and the device is entered as required SSH login management user name and password 

D. Xiao Zhang revised the management user login password for all devices, so you need to modify the password in the
device information registered by the inspection tool, Zhang first Remove the scheduled inspection task on the inspection
tool interface, and then modify the device information 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 5

In the Huawei OceanStor storage array, the write cache high watermark is 80 and the low watermark is 20, and the
service type is multiple-order small IO. To achieve better performance, it is advisable to adjust the water marks in which
way? 

A. high water to 90 

B. high water to 70 

C. low water line 10 

D. low water line 30 

Correct Answer: B 
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